
A month-long expedition to the high Arctic’s Bylot 
Island allowed Grant Dixon to experience one of 
the planet’s most remote places.

Located north of Canada’s Baffin Island, Bylot Island lies 700km 
north of the Arctic Circle at the eastern entrance to the famous 
Northwest Passage. The entire 200km-wide island is a national 
park with no permanent habitation. Most of the island comprises a 

network of large and small glaciers winding among ridges and peaks up to 
almost 2,000m in elevation. When snow-covered, these ice highways pro-
vide inviting access to the island’s interior. But when hauling sleds laden 
with sufficient food, fuel and equipment to survive a month, even near-im-
perceptible uphill gradients or soft snow can be hard work.

Spring is the best time to travel in this way. Snow cover on glacial moraine 
and mountain ridges is maximised, temperatures are slightly more friendly 
than winter (although can still drop below -25oC, without wind chill), there 
is near 24 hour daylight, and the frozen sea eases access. Ski travel is not 
only more efficient and sometimes fun (though not when hauling a sled) but 
it reduces the risk from crevasses, ever-present on glaciers. Nevertheless, we 
travelled roped in pairs most of the time.

Our tour involved a 260+ kilometre horseshoe loop from the south coast. 
Access was across Eclipse Sound—frozen at the time—from the small settle-
ment of Pond Inlet. Local Inuit have seasonal hunting camps on the island’s 
south coast, but inland parts of the island are remote and little-visited; nine 
of the twelve summits we climbed along the way were likely first ascents.

It was a beautiful, memorable trip, and the most vast and remote place I’ve 
been short of visiting Antarctica.
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Another isolated Arctic summit gained via an untrodden route. Greg 
Horne gazes towards distant frozen Eclipse Sound from Mt Aktiniq
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Clockwise from top left 

Greg Horne and Louise Jarry haul now lighter 
sleds towards the large Sermilik Glacier. We 
descended 1,000m this day, en route back to 
the coast and the end of our four-week journey.

Our route inland followed a frozen river 
draining the Kaparoqtalik Glacier, an easier 
alternative when hauling heavy sleds than the 
adjacent hummocky moraine. At the glacier’s 
terminus was an amazing ice cave lined with 
hoar frost crystals, some a metre long and so 
delicate they shattered if touched. Outside 
temperatures approached -20oC but inside 
the cave it was perfectly still and near zero; a 
reverse fridge.

Marek Vokac traversing towards Mt Thule, our 
last summit, in bleak conditions.

Greg Horne and Marek Vokac descend after an 
evening first ascent of another summit above 
our glacier camp.

A clear, still evening at one of our glacier 
camps, our highest at 1,500m, after climbing 
one of the surrounding summits, a first ascent 
of the east (left) ridge of Mt Aktiniq.
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Clockwise from left 

Sled hauling across broad flat 
glaciers can be mind-numbing. 
Here, Marek Vokac pauses to 
admire roiling cloud formations.

Camp on a high pass at the head 
of a large glacier. From here we 
ascended several surrounding 
unclimbed summits.

Sea ice pressure ridges on 
Eclipse Sound made for a rough 
snowmobile crossing to and 
from Bylot Island’s south coast 
before and after our ski journey.

Frost lined our tents’ interiors 
every morning. Greg Horne 
shakes these dry crystals free 
of his tent after packing up, 
after our last night on the 
Sermilik Glacier.

Following the frozen river 
draining the Kaparoqtalik 
Glacier, we passed beneath two 
impressive ice arches en route 
to the frost crystal cave. 
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